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Pro 30:11 There is a generation that curseth their father, and doth not bless their mother.  

Pro 30:12 There is a generation that are pure in their own eyes, and yet is not washed from their filthines
s.  

Pro 30:13 There is a generation, O how lofty are their eyes! and their eyelids are lifted up.  

Pro 30:14 There is a generation, whose teeth are as swords, and their jaw teeth as knives, to devour the 
poor from off the earth, and the needy from among men.  

 

As youngsters, some exhibit different lifestyles in their schools, boarding campus, hostels and the like t

han what parents and others knew about them at home. Some are seen as ‘trouble causers’ and very 

daring for school mates. In their teens, some takes risks to invest their money in betting and other acti

vities to gain more money for their enjoyment. Teachers, School masters and mistresses find it challen

ging understanding persons and thus face difficulty in helping them cope and follow school rules and r

egulations. They are mostly labeled for notoriety and it seem as though these youngsters are always p

oised for more trouble. The challenges are looming.  

Proverbs 30 11-14 highlights social ills in every generation such as those lacking respect for parents, thos

e with self-righteousness, greed, selfishness etc.  Amazingly, the characteristics of people as indicated by

 character, personality, temperament, physical abilities, talents and skills, determine how each responds 

to life issues including human relations, learning, care and disciplinary activities that influences their choi

ces, decisions among others.  

The character of a person has been identified as the internal formations developed over a period of time

 through childhood training, education, basic attitude, beliefs, motivations and the like.  

Temperament, the inborn traits is seen to be instrumental in the development of the distinct personality

, thus in children it impacts; 

 How the child goes about learning about the world around him. 

 How s/he relates to other people, 

 How s/he deals with problems, 

 How s/he organizes his thoughts and carries out tasks and responsibilities 

 What interests and motivates them.… 

INFLUENCES ON CHILD’S DEVELOPMENT 

In our relationship with them, children’s inborn traits are either being strengthened or damaged in one 

way or the other, coupled with character formation influenced by: 

1. Relationship with God/Parent-family/Others 

2. Environment the child lives and grows 

3. Educational system/style 
Building positive relationship and interactions with the child has great impact on their development and 

progress in the face of environmental, systemic and structural issues. As parents, teachers, guardians,   

child care attendants etc. how can we step up in:  
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1. Developing attention for and respect for the child's uniqueness and individuality? 

2. Our effort in building structures in the community/school/church that supports and nurtures full 

potentials of the individual for fulfilled purposes. 

3. Handling "difficult children" avoiding the negative labeling of the child.  

In our digest with family members and friends this week, 

Let’s reflect: 

If building winning relationship begins with accepting the person from within and reaching out with t

he unconditional love of our heavenly father; 

How can one accept a person from within if one has no understanding? 

How can one give unconditional love if one has not received that love?  

Just as I am, without one plea, but thy blood was shed for me, 

And thou bid me come to me, O lamb of God, I come, I come. 
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